
 

 

 

CLASSIC COMPETITION 

Saturday 30.10.2021 

 

 

INSTRUCTION 

 

 

 



Competition area: 

Multisport arena Hraběnka 

Parking: 

Dedicated parking lots of Hraběnka arena. Parking 1 approximately 500 m and parking 2 

approx. 300 from the shooting range. Please use mainly parking near the WBOC office. 

Classes, course length: 

M21    10,7  W21    9,3 

 

M20    8,5  W20    8,5  

M35 - M40   9,3  W35 - W40   8,5 

M45    8,5  W45 - W50   6,7 

M50    8,5  W55 - W60   6,4 

M55    6,7   

M60    6,7 

M70    6,7 

 

All runners must complete the location orienteering which precedes the main course. The 

lenght of the location orienteering is 2,5 km. 

  

Competition sequence: 

Location orienteering -> orienteering -> prone shooting (10 shots) -> orienteering -> standing 

shooting (10 shots) -> finish 

 

Competitors must hand out the location orienteering map at the changing point in the end of 

the location orienteering. There they will be given a new map for standard orienteering. 

Orienteering begins right after the location orienteering without the time being paused. At 

the changing point will be control nr. 200 which must be punched. 

After the prone shooting there will be a short orienteering loop and then the standing 

shooting.  Controls numbering in the short loop continues from the main course. 

Map: 

For location: 

Na Rybníce (2021). Scale 1:10 000, 5 m equidistance. ISOM 2017-2 map specification. Size 

A5. 

 

For orienteering: 

Hraběnka (2021). Scale 1:10 000, 5 m equidistance. ISOM 2017-2 map specification. Size A3. 



Control desriptions: 

Control descriptions are printed on the map. No loose definitions. Location orienteering has 

no control descriptions. 

Terrain: 

Relatively flat typical continental terrain of Podkrkonoší area. Parts of the area are covered by 

vast thickets with varying runability. Western part contains a deeper valley with forested 

slopes. Through the west part of the area runs a small winding stream Olšina. 

Prohibited areas: 

Safety area for the shooting range is marked in the terrain. Do not enter areas around shooting 

range. Do not enter a private property – marked by the olive green. Do not leave the track 

from the shooting range to start. 

 

First start: 

10:00. All categories start from the same start. Follow the quidance and white-blue strips. It 

is not allowed to leave the marked route to start. Distance to start is 1 500 m.   

 

Number bibs: 

Available at the event office and for M/W 21 at Team Officials Meatings. One of the bibs 

should be placed in the front and the other on the back of the competitor.  

  



Adjustment Shooting: 
At shooting range from 8,30 utill 9,30 with weapons controls. 

Zeroing Alocation CLASSIC 30.10.2021 
8:30h – 9:30h Paper targets 

Change paper targets at 9:00h 

Line Nation 

4 DEN ( 6 ) 

5 DEN ( 6 ) 

6 GER ( 6 ) 

7 FIN ( 6 ) 

8 FIN ( 6 ) 

9 FIN ( 6 ) 

10 FIN ( 5 ) 

11 SWE ( 6 ) 

12 SWE ( 6 ) 

13 SWE ( 6 ) 

14 SWE ( 6 ) 

15 GER ( 6 ) 

16 CZE (  6   ) 

17 CZE (  6   ) 

18 CZE (  6   ) 

19 CZE (  6   ) 

20 CZE (  5  ) 

 

 

Placement of rifles: 
The rifles are placed in stand at shooting range . 

 

 
 

Arena map: 
Available at he event Office, web pages and the information boards at the centre. Note that 

the layout is slightly different from the sprint competition – there is no penalty loop. 

  



Shooting routines: 
The athlete chooses his lane by himself. If the athlete has to wait for a free lane, the waiting 

time will be adjusted afterwards. If yuo are supposed to run a penalty loop, it is your 

responsibility to count the loops. The correct amount will be checked by the referee.   

  

Toilets: 
At the arena, building in the west. 

 

Restaurant: 
At the arena, building in the west. The ordered meals will be served after 13:00. 

 

First Aid: 
In the event center.   

 

Price giving ceremony: 
Will be held together with the sprint competition at 18,30. 

 

Jury: 
Will be named in TOM 29.10.2021: 

Hans Manhdal (IBOF), Jes Mose Jensen (DEN), Tapio Perä (FIN), Ingemar Ericson (SWE), 

Kateřina Jeníčková (CZE), Team Germany (IBOF Congress decide). 

 

Other:  
Relay Teams have to be given to event office on Saturday before 16,00 

 

 

Enjoy, it will be long.  

WBOC 2021 in Jilemnice 


